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TIGER LANDS IN 
THE ROUGH
In 2009, Tiger Woods was the world’s top-
ranked golfer, with a beautiful family and 
more than $110 million in endorsements. All 
of that came crashing down on Thanksgiving 
night, after his wife, Elin Nordegren — alert-
ed to a report about Tiger’s fling with night-
club hostess Rachel Uchitel — checked his 
phone and found more than she bargained 
for, starting with a text to Rachel that read, 
“You’re the only one I ever loved.” A total 
of 15 mistresses eventually came out of the 
woodwork, including strippers, porn stars 
and a neighbor’s daughter who first met 
Tiger when she was only 14. Eww. 

Tiger’s flings included, from left, 

cocktail waitress Jaimee Grubbs, 

Rachel Uchitel, clubgoer Cori Rist 

and porn star Jamie Jungers.

GAVIN & GWEN 
IMPLODE
Gwen Stefani and Gavin Rossdale’s re-
lationship seemed rock-steady, despite 
her greater fame, right up until the Voiceher greater fame, right up until the Voice 
judge pulled the plug in 2015. Speak-
ing to the press, Gwen called the split 
“unexpected” — so what caused their 13-“unexpected” — so what caused their 13-
year marriage to crumble? Reports soon 
emerged that the singer learned her 
husband was having a long-term affair 
with Mindy Mann, nanny to their three 
children. (Sensingchildren. (Sensingchildren. (Sensing a theme here?) Gwen a theme here?)a theme here?)children. (Sensing a theme here?) Gwen GwenGwen
reportedly dis-reportedly dis-
covered explicitcovered explicitcovered explicit 
texts and pho-
tos between tos between 
the pair after the pair after 
Gavin’s phone Gavin’s phone 
accidentally accidentally 
synced with thesynced with thesynced with the synced with the 
family iPad. As iffamily iPad. As iffamily iPad. As if 
anyone needed 
another reason another reason 
to limit the kidsto limit the kidsto limit the kids’ to limit the kids’ 
screen time... screen time... 

Gavin was often 

spotted with 

nanny Mindy. 


